
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
 

OKANOGAN COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
September 6, 2016 

 

  9:00 AM Commissioners’ Staff Meeting 

10:00 AM Update – Clerk’s Office  

10:45 AM Public Hearing – Supplemental Appropriation – Juvenile Department 

11:30 AM Discussion – Inmate Populations   

  1:30 PM Update – Economic Alliance – Roni Holder Diefanbach 

  2:00 PM Update – Public Works Engineer – Josh Thomson 

  3:00 PM Discussion – Purchasing Requests/Budgets – Clerk of the Board 

  4:45 PM   Review and Approve Commissioners Proceedings 

  4:55 PM Approve Consent Agenda  

The Okanogan County Board of Commissioners met in regular session on September 6, 

2016, with, Commissioner Jim DeTro, Commissioner Ray Campbell, Commissioner Sheilah 

Kennedy and Laleña Johns, Clerk of the Board present.  

 

Isabelle Spohn arrived at 8:58 a.m. 

Commissioners convened at 9:05 a.m. 

 

Staff Meeting 

Risk Manager Tanya Craig, Human Resources Debi Hilts, Director Perry Huston,  

EM Maurice Goodall; DPA Albert Lin,  

 

Items Discussed: Company Auto Insurance follow up with customer involved in damage 

to monument at Courthouse. Meeting discussion preparation with courts regarding daily 

inmate counts; County wide Salary survey information gathering direction and goal to 

base our local county salaries on salaries within our county. Be sure to include benefits 

costs of those entities; HR out of the office Monday and Tuesday for HR training; 

interviewing for Tech III Public Works position; Personnel manual definition of 

“significant other” for domestic partnership and what that would include in terms of 

considerations criteria for sick leave etc…. 

 

Commissioner Kennedy explained the work that has been done to the personnel 

manual to bring it up to date. She asked that we have a discussion about what the 

manual should look like so that everyone can review and adopt this year. There will be 

changes how do we address them now? Commissioner Campbell stated we should 

follow Mr. Lin’s direction. Mr. Lin stated the draft be reviewed properly. Ms. Hilts stated 

Attorney Jackson has reviewed some of the changes, but additional changes have been 

made after that. Commissioner Kennedy discussed some of the issues with the current 
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policy in terms of cell phone stipends and what exactly does the board wish to provide 

and that should be under Administration Policy so there are clear and separate 

guidelines for each function. Each department employee will be required to 

acknowledge their responsibilities to the county by signing and acknowledgement.  

 

Mr. Lin explained a lawsuit between Yakima Tribes, Future wise, and MVCC who filed a 

stipulation last week which provides a process to follow. He will also file something 

regarding the ATV case. Commissioner Kennedy stated she came home from an ATV 

trip in Idaho and stopped by a town that caters to ATV tourism and spent $500 at one 

stop. She asked the owner of the store how much fuel they go through per month at one 

pump and they said thousands of gallons and if it weren’t for the ATV tourism their town 

would be dried up. Their roads were not torn up, and is a shame we are locked down in 

this community and not allowed to benefit from the economic revenue in this industry. 

Mr. Lin stated this has a bigger interest other than public interest and understands the 

board wishes to encourage this type of activity.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy explained a situation with the Fair entertainers and livestock 

Judges where the Fair Advisory Committee negotiated to include hotel rooms  where 

the contract negotiated did not include hotel rooms as was expected. An addendum to 

the contracts was drafted that would include the cost of the rooms.  

 

Another issue is that the porch on the West side of the Agriplex have posts are rotted 

out and must be replaced before fair. Mr. Maurice was called several times about the 

water and that has been taken care of. The irrigation well cannot be used to fill the 

water trucks with so different arrangements were made. Mr. Maurice explained the 

garbage issue and without a plan there are some complications that still need to be 

addressed. The solution he had was that 2-30 yard dumpsters be secured on the south 

end so the garbage people can dump when needed. There was no plan to deal with the 

garbage after hours and the grounds must be cleaned so it is ready to go the next day. 

The bathrooms are another issue without a plan. They must be cleaned every half hour. 

He doesn’t believe there are enough staff to deal with all the issues. Staffing plans for 

morning, afternoon, and night must be in place. Inmate workers was discussed and 

putting trash in bags and not loose in the dumpsters.  

 

Commissioners discussed involving Mr. Goodall to help with the fair logistics and to help 

with the issues that appear to be escalating and provide some staffing experience for 

dealing with the issues.  
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Mr. Goodall explained there were many things he observed at the fairgrounds that have 

gone sideways and offered to help. The commissioners asked that he help arrange for 

the rooms to be secured and a resolution drafted to approve the additional expense.  

 

The next item is the new projector and projector screen for the hearing room.  

Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1) (i) 

 

Commissioner Kennedy moved to go into executive session at 10:00 a.m. for 10 

minutes to discuss with legal counsel Albert Lin, Risk Manager Tanya Craig and 

Director Perry Huston to discuss legal matters to which the county is a party. Motion 

was seconded all were in favor, motion carried.  

 

Executive session ended at 10:10 a.m. no decisions were made.  

 

Update – Clerk’s Office  

Deputy Clerk Susan Speiker 

 

Ms. Speiker handed out a report sample for the types of cases they file for. (attached) 

Also, provided was the status worksheet showing the Clerk’s projects since 7/5/2016 

that have been accomplished and wish to accomplish. Ms. Speiker explained that 

Charleen Groomes was taking care of calendar work and was unable to attend the 

meeting this morning. 

 

Ms. Speiker stated the company was chosen for the LFO. Dynamic was chosen who 

are also in District Court. Ms. Speiker explained the inability to collect the long term 

financial obligations and how it has led to where they are right not. Dynamic did an 

onsite visit.  

 

The Clerk’s office has gone paperless!! Ms. Speiker explained the process used from 

the initial paper submittal to its destruction. It entailed a process where paper is initially 

used which then goes through another process but internally they have changed the 

way they accept them by providing a process to make paperless. Those documents are 

available same day to the judges. They have also cut down their filing so files are put 

away daily instead of less frequently. Holding the monthly documents for one year 

which could potentially be ripe for destruction.  

 

Washington State Archives met with the Clerk’s office. Everything will be backed up 

locally and at the state level. They also have the ability to provide non certified 

documents to people and the money taken in from that comes back to the clerk’s office. 

They are working with Central Services to export the documents to the State Archives. 
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They are still working on scanning back log. The scanning process has been delayed 

due to recent updates in LaserFishe that doesn’t allow use of the Xerox machine to 

scan.  

 

Ms. Speiker discussed providing Passport training to the office staffing. There are 14 

lessons which will be conducted individually. Unfortunately it would take much longer 

than anticipated. Commissioner Kennedy asked about passports being processed by 

the Clerk’s office. It is a service we provide because we receive a $25 processing fee to 

the Clerks revenue. It is not required to provide this service but many county clerk’s 

offices do provide to the public. It is an additional service and it does benefit the county 

to provide the service.  

 

The commissioners thanked Ms. Speiker for the update and hard work. They agree that 

Ms. Speiker is a great addition to the Clerk’s office and thanked her for the update.   

 

Public Hearing – Supplemental Appropriation – Juvenile Department 

Commissioner DeTro opened up the hearing up to public seeing no one who wished to 

comment he opened up to staff, seeing no staff to comment he opened up for 

commissioner discussion.  

 

Motion Resolution 74-2016 Supplemental Appropriation Juvenile 

Commissioner Kennedy moved to approve resolution 74-2016 a supplemental 

appropriation to the Juvenile department budget from Contracted Services with Room 

One in the amount of  

$12,500. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  

 

The public hearing was closed.  

 
Motion - Voucher Approval - Commissioners 

Vouchers certified and audited by the Auditing Officer as required by RCW 42.24.080 

and those expense reimbursement claims certified as required by RCW 42.24.090 have 

been recorded on a list, and made available to the Board.  As of this date, the Board did 

vote, by unanimous vote, to approve the vouchers in the amount of $60,400. Warrant 

numbers as cited on the attached blanket voucher list. Motion seconded and carried.  

Discussion – Inmate Populations  

 Risk Manager Tanya Craig, Judge Culp, Judge Short, Judge Grim, Noah Stewart, Joe 

Somday, Frank Rogers, Dennis Rabidou, Darla Schreckengast, Probation Carrie Port, 

Perry Huston, Prosecutor’s office Brandon Platter, Albert Lin 
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Tanya explained some issues with the inmate populations. She provided a spreadsheet 

that showed the data for year to date, monthly and daily counts.  

 

Mr. Stewart stated the jail capacity is 185 and we are over populated at 205 population. 

We are out of compliance when we go over 185 for longer than 72 hours. There are 

times when we exceed both the max and the max hours to be maxed out. 

Commissioner Kennedy is not sure what tools we need to address the concern. What is 

it that the commissioners can help provide to help mitigate these issues. During the time 

we have populations that exceed the 185 how many staff are on. Mr. Stewart replied 

that Staff 5 day 4 swing and 3 on grave shift. It would appear staff will get tired and still 

be required to perform the overtime with a full jail.  

 

Commissioner Campbell asked if there are single solitary rooms where inmates can be 

isolated if they need to be. No, not anymore replied Mr. Stewart. How did we get to this 

point are there more regulations, court cases what is it. Mr. Stewart stated the felony 

population began climbing is 2013 and steadily increased. It appears drugs cause more 

burglaries and thefts. Brandon Platter stated in 2011 there were 315 felony cases and 

now we are at over 500. It appears to be drug related cases.  

 

Commissioner Campbell asked how we are dealing with the cases  

 

Commissioner Kennedy asked if legislation has changed? Mr. Platter explained we are 

dealing with a large heroin population. Judge Culp stated we do not have the 

populations of other counties it is a matter of time that it arrived here. Burglaries, 

trespassing developed into burglaries. Of the 11 bookings today, there is a mix of 

populations with burglaries, sex crimes, and drug crimes. It has the jail scrambling, 

Prosecutor office scrambling. If there isn’t a commissioner to take a case those folks are 

held over until a commissioner is available. 

 

Commissioner DeTro stated Ok Co has built homeless housing section 8 housing and 

legitimate trailer courts that housed working class people and now it is hobo camp. He 

asked about what was going on, the check comes from the government. Crime follows 

in those areas where these services are provided.  

 

Mr. Platter replied that every other county provides services like these and he doesn’t 

believe those performing the crimes is related to the services the government provides. 

 

Sheriff Rogers stated he has seen an increase too over the last few years. Judge Culp 

replied that that is a sociology problem.  
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Judge Culp stated the contract with Douglas County should provide an emergency 

clause that stated when we reach a certain population that the beds be made available 

to our citizens.  Mr. Stewart stated Douglas County has been working with us in terms of 

the number of beds we provide to them.  

 

When our jail is full those arrested are not brought in, what happens? Book restrictions 

have been in place. Joe Somday explained the restrictions and that some special 

circumstances they do book them.  

 

Judge Short explained that if we are holding Douglas County and turning people away 

from our county then that may be an issue to be researched. He discussed a report 

from the Jail 

 

Commissioner Kennedy discussed when a warrant is turned away due to being full that 

it waters down the warrant. We are not doing our public justice if people get warrant 

after warrant because it appears we are treating it like a joke. Each warrant is reviewed 

and treated on a case by case basis. Commissioner Kennedy is concerned about the 

domestic violence issues, and mental health people that are in our jail waiting to get 

evaluated? Judge Culp stated there isn’t as many as there were since rules have 

changes etc…. Mr. Stewart stated right now it is under 10. At any one time there is 

around 5 waiting or moving forward in the process. The evaluations are coming faster 

and is closer to the statutory recommendations. She has been discussing the regional 

health care issues with the community and providers. Mr. Platter stated he works 

closely with mental health community to identify the most reasonable process for those. 

Judge Short discussed the improvements to the wait time form mental health 

evaluations. This has just began improving over the last 6 months.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy explained right now we are paying almost our share of a 3rd 

Superior Court judge in court commissioner costs. She asked with the scenario is it 

possible to contract with attorneys, private business, to do some of the preliminary 

interviews. Mr. Platter stated no, by statute it is the prosecuting attorneys job. For his 

cases he would explain how complex the case is to the client. It isn’t something that can 

be substituted. By statute it is Judge Culp stated any defense attorney that preps the 

case would not be able to have some other attorney take over the case for various 

reasons. He doesn’t see it being that simple. Speedy trial defendants’ rights and the 

whole process is cumbersome, complex, and no two cases are the same and it makes it 

difficult to address. People think about the criminal justice system there just isn’t a good 

answer. There are just so many aspects to consider. Commissioner Kennedy asked if 

everyone had a magic wand what would be the solution or recommendations of that 

department to address a part of the issue. The other issue is that we need to look at the 
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Douglas County Contract to identify that component. Sheriff Rogers stated Judge Culp 

said it has caught up with us. Most jails are the norm we are not as it has caught up with 

us. Every other court and every other jail have the same issues. Build a bigger jail and it 

too would be over capacity in no time, like the one in Benton County for 800 beds. The 

jail will still be full even if we term the Douglas County Contract, stated Mr. Stewart. The 

problem will still be there. Mr. Huston explained as the board explores the options that 

we don’t shove the bottle neck down somewhere else. If we depend on the revenue of 

the contract and we do away with it where do we get those lost dollars. He suggested a 

table top discussion, use the LEAN approach, and discuss and figure out what and 

where we can improve without screwing up something somewhere else. He suggested 

we take a comprehensive look at the process. Don’t forget the physical impact to hiring 

more staff or more judges. 

 

Commissioner Campbell asked if there was any other county who is not dealing with 

this? Is it most how many? Mr. Lin stated Grant County faced the same problem years 

ago. He is very concerned about telling the prosecutor and again telling the public 

defender and be careful when they consider their cases. The state recognizes that our 

jails are overcrowded and perhaps lax in areas to account for this. It is also expected 

that judges address those cases in the best possible way.  

 

Judge Culp stated many people in jail do not think twice about committing more crimes 

when they are released. Many of the tools provided in the law are not considered by the 

offenders to the point where they do not want to reoffend. The judge can pile on the 

consequences and when those people are let out they have no problem reoffending.  

 

Update – Economic Alliance – Roni Holder Diefanbach 

Ms. Diefanbach explained she had gone to the Fairgrounds to look for a feasibility study 

that was done on the fairgrounds. She did look through the information but it only had 

information for the horse barns. 

 

Ms. Deifanbach provided a summary of the happenings. September 28, 2016 will be the 

next meeting date. 

 

The last meeting she explained housing being a real big concern and it continues to be 

a concern and directly affects economic development. What is needed in each of the 

communities was the main question asked during a meeting. Each town attended. Many 

of the homes that were not replaced left employers with no employees and those 

businesses are hurting.  
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She met with Chambers of Commerce and others to discuss housing, cannot recruit 

engineers or good paying jobs because there is no housing available them. What is 

really needed, putting together recruiting packages, and it comes down to housing and 

labor force. She is working with Kurt Danison who was at the meeting too, and he is 

helping to do some outreach for developers, identifying the permitting process, etc…. so 

that whomever comes in looking to build has the information readily in one place to help 

familiarize them with our needs and processes. Identify available properties people can 

consider. Commissioner Kennedy asked if a cheat sheet could be developed that would 

be provided to our legislators who can refer to it as they address concerns in Olympia. 

This is a component of a bigger issue and is very important way to show the impacts of 

conservation easements that sell off development rights.  

 

NW Economic Development District (NCWEDD) discussed the request they discussed 

last time they were here. A website was developed to track certain things. NCWEDD 

had previously requested funds that would help with the county wide economic indicator 

in the amount of $10,000. They have found $6,850 of that amount, but there is still a 

need for $4,150, which Mr. Guss is requesting today to complete the plan. The request 

memo is attached. Ms. Deifanback encouraged the commissioners to review the 

information on the website. An Emerging Opportunity application was submitted by 

Economic Alliance, but at the time the board asked EA to find other funding and to 

come back once all other avenues were exhausted to reconsider. The board did look at 

the Infrastructure fund to identify the funding which supports everyone by providing the 

data easily online. This is the foundation funding that will open future doors for 

additional funding. Having some sort of RTPO here may be articulated in the plan in the 

future.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy asked about salary surveys and what businesses are included 

when they are completed. Mr. Deifanbach replied that it depended on the need. She 

provided an update of the mill. They are barely able to keep two shifts open. They are 

looking for people who are qualified. There are some challenges with sharing the 

resources and developing a plan.  

 

Motion Economic Alliance Emerging Opportunity Request Direction 

Commissioner Kennedy moved to approve the emerging opportunities request of 

Economic Alliance in the amount of $4,150 and directed staff to compose the resolution 

to formalize the decision and directed staff to schedule a Public Hearing to consider the 

budget supplement needed for the expenditure. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, 

motion carried.  

 

Update – Public Works Engineer – Josh Thomson 
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Maintenance update was provided. Chip seal is on schedule. Twisp Winthrop Eastside 

road was discussed and MVID ditch project that awas going to be completed this fall but 

will be pushed off till next year. We will put off chip sealing that road till next year too.  

 

B-3 B-15 project is on the same schedule. 

 

Met with the team on the Moses Meadows project and may set up and crush gravel 

right there on site with completion in about 20 days. 

 

Guardrail to finish up this week. 

 

Revised supplemental agreement had some formatting issue the state needed to be 

made.  

 

The Beaver Fence project addresses beavers that are problem beavers. There is a 

person who will come out and assess two areas we have beaver issues in and see if the 

special fence is a solution. Commissioner Kennedy asked if this will be viewed 

negatively by certain citizen groups. This is a friendly solution instead of shooting the 

beavers or relocating. The crews will be on site to learn how to build the fences. There 

are no other areas with that kind of beaver problem. It is a humane solution.   

 

Snow Groomer Operator 

Commissioner DeTro stated the recommendation comes from the advisory committee 

and the money comes from the state so he has no problems. A proposal was submitted 

by Ben Rough for commissioners’ review.  

 

The Snowmobile Advisory Committee recommends that snowmobile groomer operator’s wages 

be increased for the 2016 recreation season from $16.88/hr to $30.00/hr. Any groomer operators 

new to our system will work for 2 weeks at $15/hr as a training session and then their wages 

would be increased to $30/hr. All snowmobile trail grooming activity is paid from Okanogan 

County fund 125 and then reimbursed in-full by 2 grants awarded by Washington State Parks. 

Our grants for the upcoming recreation season have been increased by roughly 20%.  

 

Grants: 

1. Statewide – Winter Recreation Services – SMTG (Snow Mobile Trail Grooming) – 
Agreement No. WR 315-174  

• Snowmobile Trail Grooming – increased by 20% to $32,782 

• Hauling Truck – increased by 20% to $5,719 
 

2. Statewide – Winter Recreation Services – SR (Snow Removal) – Agreement No. WR 315-
166  
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• Snow Removal – increased by 15% to $16,852 
 

Comparable: 

Ferry County: $15/Mile (approx. $65/hr depending on conditions) 

Mountain Trail Grooming Association – Methow Valley: $30/hr 

 

Josh Thomson will be in Olympia next week. 

 

There is a building going up on Mt. McClure Public Works may help with. The building 

should be up there by Thursday. Public Works actually owns the site on McClure.  The 

old silo will be removed once the new building is installed.  

 

Engineer Thomson received a call from Kathy about some drainage issues on Hoshiet 

Road off of Tunk Valley road that he will assess. Prescriptive right of way was 

discussed where trees need to be removed or have fallen across the road way. 

Conservation District has the authority to deal with the trees. Many ponderosa’s are 

snapping off about 20 feet up. So those need to be dealt with along the roadways. 

 

Discussion – Purchasing Requests/Budgets – Clerk of the Board 

Commissioner Kennedy discussed the need to finalize the Jury Management resolution. 

The Judges requested that the position continue to be funded at the full benefit cap from 

the Trial Court Improvement fund. This goes against the personnel policy, but the 

county has approved some employment considerations outside the personnel manual. 

But it is Commissioner Kennedy’s suggestion is that since the position was allowed to 

receive the benefits up until now, that we go ahead and approve till December 31, 2016 

with full cap benefits or not. 

 

Director Huston believed the board would approve the position as is till the end of the 

year and if reauthorized would be reauthorized with no benefits in accordance with the 

personnel manual. Commissioner Campbell thought that was the direction he would go. 

It was clear that the 2017 budget would not include benefits for 

 

Motion resolution 69-2016 Jury Management  

Commissioner Kennedy moved to approve resolution 69-2016 regarding the Jury 

Management position. With Commissioner DeTro and Campbell for and Commissioner 

Kennedy against, motion was seconded, motion carried.  

 

The bathrooms need to be completed and will cost around $120,000 to complete. The 

grandstands is generating a bit of interest but again if only improving the stands then we 

might have enough money but if we are talking about a total redo would cost a lot more.  
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Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1) (g) 

Commissioner Campbell moved to go into executive session at 3:38 pm with Director 

Huston and Clerk Johns to discuss personnel matters for 10 minutes. All were in favor, 

motion seconded, motion carried.  

 

Executive session was extended at 4:02 by 10 minutes. 

 

Executive session ended at 4:12 p.m. no decisions made.  

 

Commissioners continued their projects and requests. 

 

Commissioner Kennedy would like a memo, to the Sheriff and Mr. Worden, to 

summarize what is reasonably needed for communications. The board continued to 

discuss projects that still need budget consideration. There are several individual 

requests from departments that will need to be discussed and budget considered. The 

board would like to meeting September 20, 2016 at 1:30 p.m. this is after the finance 

committee.  

 

Courthouse security for Courthouse hire a company-funding from Contingency?? 

 

Review and Approve Commissioners Proceedings 

 

Commissioners asked Debi Hilts and Tanya Craig to come and discuss the organization 

of the office and provide the staffing structure to address the work load due to 

commissioners accomplishing so much and being so active. The compliance with Risk 

Pool must be clear and one individual that is clearly the go to person with the authority 

to address the county liability issues. Commissioner Kennedy stated the board has 

considered the overall organization of the office and wish to move forward with the 

situation which will include another clerk in the commissioners’ office and the additional 

work load brought upon due to county business.  

 

The board has considered approving a position of Human Resource Director/Risk 

Manger which will create more of a department for Human resources and risk 

management to work together on issues of like responsibility. With Public Works 

utilizing the county HR person more it has brought them back under a more supportive 

environment. And continue improving the relationships between the offices, coordinate 

training for employees, managing the risks, developing protocol training for the county 

and grievance situations where training is critical all around.  
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Commissioner DeTro stated the board wanted to ensure staff understood what they 

were trying to do. It is no reflection of Ms. Hilts performance and it was a position that 

would support her and the work she does so the two would be expected to work 

together as a team to accomplish the tasks.  

 

Ms. Craig stated many risk management tasks overlap with human resources and will 

need to work together. Commissioner Kennedy explained by making this change now it 

will give the both of them the experience during the union process that in the event 

future boards do not authorize Rocky Jackson contract then at least the two will have 

some experience to negotiate future issues.  

 

Ms. Hilts expressed some concern about the perceived promotion that is was not 

advertised. The board did run this by attorney Rocky Jackson and Albert Lin and they 

stated the decision is within the commissioners authority.  

 

Motion Resolution 73-2016 Human Resource Director/Risk Manager 

Commissioner Kennedy moved to approve resolution 73-2016 creating and filing a 

Human Resource Director/Risk Manager position. Motion was seconded, all were in 

favor, motion carried.  

 

Approve Consent Agenda 

Commissioner Campbell moved to approve the consent agenda items 1-2, as 

presented. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.   

1. Grantee Closeout Performance Report CDBG Public Service Grant F15-68420-
011 

2. Interagency Agreement Supplement #2-2015 Guardrail Project 

 

 

Commissioners adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 

 


